Consistency conditions describe basic properties of graphs as e.g. the existence or uniqueness of certain elements. A graph grammar is consistent if the start graph satis es the consistency condition and the rules preserve this property. We propose a general construction that transforms global consistency conditions into preconditions for individual rules. A so-constructed rule is applicable to a consistent graph if and only if the derived graph is consistent, too. The relevance of this result is motivated by an example speci cation of a safety-critical system that is, a roundabout.
Introduction
Formal methods enjoy an increasing interest, especially in the area of safetycritical systems. In order to ensure that an application meets a certain security standard it has to be veri ed w.r.t. pre-given safety requirements. In the beginning these requirements are speci ed independently of the functional behavior of the system: A functional speci cation describes how the system should operate, while safety conditions tell which states of the system are considered as safe. Re nement steps incorporate the safety conditions into the functional speci cation by restricting the operations of the system. Then the new specication behaves safely w.r.t. the conditions. This approach, may also be used for less dangerous applications, as e.g. databases. In this more general sense we speak of consistency conditions.
Graph grammars have shown to be useful for software speci cation 11,1]. In connection with suitable control mechanisms, like transactions or application conditions, they can describe the intended behavior of a system on a very high level of abstraction. Thereby they provide an intuitive graphical representation of both states and operations, modeled by graphs and graph rewrite rules, respectively. In this contribution we use algebraic graph grammars of the single-pushout approach 8] with pre-and postconditions for specifying the operations of a system. Application conditions are available in several graph c 1995 Elsevier Science B. V. grammar approaches 10, 9, 13, 11] . In the algebraic double-pushout approach 4] they are introduced in 3], continued by 5, 14] in the single pushout setting. Our conditions extend the ones of the last two papers.
Consistency conditions are properties of graphs that have to be preserved by the application of rules. If additionally the start graph of a grammar has this property, the grammar is consistent in the sense that only consistent graphs can be derived. Several formalisms have been proposed to express graph properties 2, 12, 7] . They are summarized under the notion of graph class expressions in 6]. At least for second-order monadic formulas 2] there are also results supporting the veri cation of properties in the case of context-free graph grammars.
In this paper we introduce so-called graphical consistency constraints, that express very basic conditions as e.g. the existence or uniqueness of certain nodes and edges in a graphical (categorical) way. They can not express structural conditions like the existence of paths or circles of arbitrary length or global properties as e.g. connectivity. Hence they are less powerful than consistency conditions expressed in monadic second-order logic 2] or by graph schemata 12] but generalize conditional equations 7] .
We develop a general construction that transforms global consistency conditions into preconditions for individual rules. The main result states that the so-constructed rule is applicable to a consistent graph if and only if the derived graph is consistent, too, which ensures the consistency of the re ned speci cation.
In the next section we introduce conditional rules and consistency conditions. Section 3 then provides the main constructions and results, namely the specialization of a global consistency condition to a postcondition for a given rule, the anticipation of a postcondition by its weakest precondition, and the removal of redundant parts of the so-constructed conditions. An example speci cation of a round-about is used throughout the paper to explain the main concepts and results.
Application and Consistency Conditions
In this section we introduce application and consistency conditions and give some examples of their expressive power.
The single-pushout (SPO) approach 8] deals with graph structures instead of \normal" graphs. Graph structures of a certain kind are de ned by a graph structure signature GSig, i.e. an algebraic signature having unary operation symbols only. Given GSig we denote by GSig the category of graph structures and total graph structure morphisms being GSig-algebras and total GSighomomorphisms. The category of graph structures and partial graph structure morphisms G h ?! H, i.e. total morphisms dom(h) ! H from some subgraph dom(h) of G ,their domain of de nition, is denoted by GSig P . 1 The graph structure signature ROUND-ABOUT of our running example is shown below. The round-about is modeled by a vertex. For each chain connecting it with a car, an edge of sort chain is pointing from the round-about to the car vertex. People on the round-about are modeled by edges of sort child car and adult car , respectively, pointing to the car they are sitting in. Children and adults outside the round-about are represented by child and adult nodes. We use ags stop and go to indicate whether the round-about has stopped or not. For an example of a state consider the graph G of Figure 1 , showing a round-about of three cars where a child is sitting in the left one, a child with an adult in the middle one, and the right car is empty. Moreover there are a child and an adult outside the round-about. A white ag on top indicates that the round-about has stopped, otherwise the ag would be black. Constraints belonging to the pre-and postcondition of a rule are refered to as left-and right-sided constraints, respectively. Figure 1 shows a rule with a precondition ensuring that, whenever there is a child in a car of the round-about there is an adult in this car, too. In this case the round-about may start to move, i.e. the stop ag on top may be replaced by a go ag. There are two total injective morphisms X n ?! G, mapping the car with the child of X to the left and middle car of G, respectively. While in the latter case the morphism n may be extended to Y by a total injective morphism o, this is impossible in the case of the left car. Hence the only match for start into the graph G does not satisfy the conditional constraint. Note that if we remove y from the conclusion of this constraint, we obtain a negative context condition, requiring that there is no child in any car of the round-about.
Conditional application conditions where injectivity of n and o is not required are de ned in 14]. On the other hand we get negative application conditions with injective satisfaction in the sense of 5] if the conclusion is empty. Positive application conditions are obtained if x = id L .
Consistency conditions describe properties of graphs as e.g. the existence or uniqueness of certain elements, independent of a particular rule. Below they are de ned as sets of so-called graphical consistency constraints.
De nition 2.2 (Consistency Condition) A consistency condition CC is a set of total morphisms, so-called graphical consistency constraints. A consistency constraint c : P ! Q is satis ed by a graph G, written G j = c, if for all total morphisms p : P ! G there is a total morphism q : Q ! G such that q c = p. We say that G satis es CC, written G j = CC if G satis es all constraints c 2 CC.
We call P the premise and Q the conclusion of c.
For
(i) A child may only use the round-about in company of an adult (c 1 ).
(ii) The maximal load per car is one child and one adult (c 2 , and the same for adults). The graph G on the left of Figure 1 satis es both constraints. However, if we replace the white ag on top by a black one (the round-about starts to move) c 1 is no longer satis ed because of the single child in the left car.
Consistency constraints P c ?! Q may be seen as graphical (categorical) representation of rst-order formulas 8P:9Q with equality over the signature GSig. Since graphs may have empty sets of nodes or edges, they cannot be rewritten into prenex form. In our example c 1 is equivalent to the formula 
Ensuring Consistency by Preconditions
In this section we provide a general construction that transforms global consistency conditions into preconditions for individual rules. It is introduced in three steps. First a consistency constraint c is specialized to a postcondition A R (c) for a given rule r. Then this postcondition is anticipated by an equivalent precondition r (A R (c)). Finally the construction is minimized, using the assumption that the given graph G already satis es the consistency constraint c. (ii) is the set of all total injective morphisms S t ?! T ?! T= where diagram (1) is a pushout and T is a gluing of T ( is total and surjective). Then Proposition 3.1 can be shown by universal property of coproduct, epimono-factorization and pushout.
2
In the rst step we generate all possible gluings S of the premise P and the graph R. Hence any derived graph H satisfying the premise P of c is obtained by embedding one of these gluings. The pushout of p and c extends S by the structure required by c. We consider di erent gluings of the pushout object T since only injective morphisms T o ?! H are allowed in order to satisfy the conclusion of cc R (see De nition 2.1).
Now we state that a postcondition for a rule can be transformed into a weakest precondition. The proof applies composition and decomposition as well as inverse decomposition of the pushouts diagrams (2) and (3).
Combining
Hence consistency is not only preserved but established by the resulting conditional ruler = (r; (A L ; ;)) which of cause leads to a very strong application condition.
The left-sided constraint cc L 2 start (A R (c 1 )) is constructed in Figure 2 on the right from the consistency constraint c 1 of Figure 1 . The coproduct R + P is chosen as the most general \gluing" S of R and P. The conditional constraint cc L = (x; fyg) ensures that c 1 holds for all round-abouts di erent from the one start is applied to. Obviously this is much to strong, even if we allow for more than one round-about, because on one hand the start graph has to be consistent and on the other hand each rule of the grammar should preserve this property. Hence consistency of the given graph can be assumed.
The following construction reduces the postcondition A R (c), induced by a consistency constraint c, by all right-sided constraints that are obtained from a gluing R s ?! S p ? P where the image of P in S does not depend on elements generated by r. The idea of this minimization is, that the satisfaction of the constraint c is independent of an application of r, in the very same sense as a direct derivation is causally independent of a previous one if its match does not use elements, that have been generated by the rst. The elements generated by r are given by s(R ? r(L)). Proofsketch. p(P) \ s(R ? r(L)) = ; implies that the image of P in S is already present in X. The same holds for the image of Q in T, i.e. it can be shown that the corresponding left-sided constraint is satis ed whenever the given graph is consistent. Then Theorem 3.4 follows from Proposition 3.2 and 2 Figure 3 shows the construction of the precondition A L (CC) for the rule start and CC = fc 1 ; c 2 g (see Figure 1) . On the left the conditional constraint cc L of Figure 1 is constructed. The only gluing of R and P 1 that satis es the condition of Construction 3.3.1 has to identify the two go edges ( ags). Hence also their target nodes (the round-abouts) are identi ed. On the right the morphism t, obtained by the pushout of c 2 and p is not injective and hence not part of the conclusion of cc R (see the construction of Proposition 3.1). Therefore also the conclusion of cc L is empty, i.e. the left-sided constraint is a negative one, ensuring that there are not two children in the same car. Note that also in this case there is no second gluing of R and P 2 satisfying the condition of Construction 3.3.1.
Conclusion
The example we have chosen to motivate the results of this contribution represents only one particular application area. In fact the approach is not restricted to safety-critical systems, but may also be applied to ensure e.g. consistency of databases, or schema preserving rewriting in PROGRES 11] . Moreover, we believe that it can be implemented e ciently.
There are however some open questions. First, our consistency conditions are still very basic ones, and have to be extended in order to express structural properties as e.g. the existence of paths. Second, a unifying calculus for both, application and consistency conditions, is needed in order to prove that e.g. an application condition is entailed by a consistency condition. Finally, we are restricted to operations which are speci ed by a single rule. To satisfy practical needs the results have to be extended to programmed graph transformations or 8
